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Biogeografía: Bulletin of the Systematic and Evolutionary

Biogeographical Association

Biogeografía is a forum for students, scholars and academics of biogeography to express

their ideas and views about current or past issues in the discipline. We especially encourage

students and young researchers to submit ideas for general articles and points of view on

topics in biogeography, or about the projects with which they are currently involved.

Contributed works should be written in an easily accessible and popular style. We look

forward to your contributions.

Editorial Policy

Biogeografía has an editorial policy in order to ensure that the copy we receive is of high

quality and relevant to the interests of our readers. We wish to ensure authors that they are

welcome to submit ideas for articles or news pieces but also take into account that:

• Biogeografía publishes articles in three languages (English, Spanish and French) and

all its editorial content in English.

• Biogeografía does not intend to publish original research papers and is not peer-

reviewed

• Biogeografía requires articles to be written in an easily accessible popular style

• articles may cover any aspect of biogeography, and may include reviews, opinion

pieces and book reviews

Guide for Authors

Biogeografía publishes six types of articles:

Lead articles – on current topics in biogeography (max. limit 3000 words).

Focus articles – on historical events, revisions of theoretical ideas or short biographies (max.

limit 3000 words).

Forum  – opinion pieces on any topic in biogeography (max. limit 3000 words).
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Book Reviews – usually invited, but we will consider reviews of old classics or favourites

(max. limit 1000 words).

If you have been invited to contribute an article please submit your manuscript as an .odt, .rtf

or .doc. We ask authors to only use a Primary (bold) and Secondary heading (italic) after the

TITLE HEADING (in capitals).

Citations

All citations are to be made without using commas between author and year (Wallace 1855)

and commas between multiple authors (e.g. Nelson & Platnick 1981, Brandon-Jones 1998).

The ‘&’ symbol is used in all citations (but not in the references). Please refer to this issue for

further usage of figures (see figure 1), tables and numerals.
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Proofs

Authors will be sent proofs of their articles. Authors should also make sure that they have the

copyright for any photos or diagrams used in their articles.

Submissions

Please submit your articles in electronic format to any of the three co-editors:

Malte C. Ebach mcebach@gmail.com

John R. Grehan jgrehan@sciencebuff.org

Juan J. Morrone jjm@hp.fciencias.unam.mx

Note: This guide has been adopted from The Systematist: Newsletter of the Systematics
Association (Ebach & Jenner 2006). Used with permission The Systematics Association.


